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The necessary and sufficient conditions for the capture of at least one evader are obtained in a problem of the simple pursuit 

of evaders by a group of pursuers, subject to the condition that the evaders use the same control and do not leave the limits of 

a polyhedral set. 0 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

In the theory of differential games, the problem of pursuit by a group of pursuers and the problem of 
the evasion of a group of pursuers by a single evader are well known [l-81.$ The situation of a conflict 
interaction, when two groups, pursuers and evaders, participate in the game is a natural extension of 
the above-mentioned problems. The aim of the group of pursuers is to capture a specified number of 
evaders, while the aim of the group of evaders is the opposite [6-141. 

Sufficient conditions for the capture of at least one evader were obtained in [13] in a differential 
game with many pursuers and evaders, subject to the condition that the evaders use the same control. 
A special case of the above-mentioned problem was considered in [14]. The necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the capture of at least one evader were obtained in [15] in the case of simple pursuit 
subject to the condition that the evaders use the same control and there are no phase constraints. 

In this paper, the conditions for the capture of at least one evader are obtained in a problem of simple 
group pursuit, subject to the condition that the evaders use the same control and do not leave the limits 
of a convex polyhedral set. 

1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

A differential game involving n + m persons: n pursuers and m evaders, is considered in the space 
Rk(k 2 2). The laws of motion of each of the pursuers Pi (with a control ui) and of each of the evaders 
Ej (with a control u) have the form 

~ 

ii = I+’ 11 ui 11s 1; jtj = IJ, 11 U 1lG 1; 

When t = 0, the initial conditions 

x,(O) = ~9, ~~(0) = y:, and 

are specified. Here and henceforth, unless otherwise stated, i 

Xi,yi, hi. v E R' (l-1) 

.p#y; (1.2) 

=1,2 ,..., n,j=1,2 ,..., m. 
It is additionally assumed that, during the course of the game, the evaders do not leave the limits of 

the convex polyhedral set 

where p,, . . . , pr are unit vectors and pi, . . . , ps are real numbers such that Int D f 0. 

tPrik1. Mat. Mekh. Vol. 66, No. 2, pp. 238-245, 2002. 

$See also: PETROV N. N., Simple pursuit with the existence of phase constraints. Leningrad, 1984. Deposited at the All- 

Union Institute for Scientific and Technical Information (VINITI) 27.03.1984, No. 1684-84. 
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Suppose T > 0 and o is a certain finite subdivision 

0=r,<t,<r,<...<t,<t,+, =T 

of the segment [0, T]. 

Definition 1. We shall can the family of mappings c’ (I = 0,l , . . . , q) that put the measurable function 
u(t), which is defined for t E (tl,tl+l) and is such that 

IIV (t)lFl. Yjma tdt,.t,+,) 

in correspondence to the quantities 

(f~rXi(f~hYj(t~)~ ,~~~,l~~~IIxi~c~-Yj~f~II~ 0.3) 

the piecewise-preset strategy I/ of the evaders Ej corresponding to the subdivision cr. 
Note that the actions of the evaders can be treated in the following manner: there is a centre which, 

according to the quantities (1.3), chooses the same control u(t), t E (t,,tl+l) for all of the evaders Ej. 

Definition 2. We shall call the family of mappings bf(l = 0,l , . . . , q) that put the measurable function 
ui(t), which is defined for t E (tl,tl+l) and is such that 

IIUi(t)ll~l~ tE[t~~t~+~) 

in correspondence to the quantities (1.3) and the control u(t), t E (Cl, tl+l) the piecewise-preset counter 
strategy Uj of the pursuers Pi, corresponding to the subdivision o. 

Definition 3. In the game I, avoidance of an encounter occurs if, for any T > 0, a subdivision o of 
the segment [0, T] and a strategy Vof the evaders Ej exist such that, for any of the trajectoriesx,(t) of 
the pursuers Pi 

Definition 4. In the game P, a capture occurs if a T > 0 exists and, for any strategy Vof the evaders 
Ej, piecewise-preset counter strategies Ui of the pursuers Pi, an instant z E [0, T] and a numbers E { 1, 
2 ,..., m},r~ {1,2 ,..., njexistsuchthat 

x,(z) = Y,W 

2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 

Definition 5 [16]. The vectors al, u2, . . . , a, form a positive basis Rk if, for anyx E Rk, positive real numbers 
al, %2, *. - 7 a, exist such that 

x =a,q +azuz +...+a,a, 

Lemma 1. Suppose the vectors al, . . . , u, form a positive basis. Then, for any vectors bl, bl+l, . . . , 
b,(l G 1 G s), a pc, > 0 exists such that, for all p > ~0, 

al, *. . > al-l, bl + pal, . . . , b, + wa, 

form a positive basis. 

Prooj Suppose the lemma is untrue. Then, vectors b,, . . . , b, and a sequence p,, + - exist such that 

a,....,~,_,,&/ +k,ar....,b, +~,,a, 

do not form a positive basis. A sequence {II,), Ilu,ll = 1 therefore exists [16] such that, for all n, 
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(a,,u, )CO, r= I (..., f-1; (a,+~~‘b,.u,)~O. r=l,..., s (2.1) 

By virtue of the compactness of a unit sphere, it can be assumed that u,, + vo, 11 uo(I = 1. On taking the limit 
in (2.1), we obtain (u, vo) s 0 that contradicts the positiveness of the basis [16]. 

Corollary. Suppose the vectors al, . . . , a, form a positive basis. Then, for any vectors bt, br+*, . . . , 
b,(l c I 4 s), a number p. > 0 exists such that, for all p > po, the systems of vectors 

{a,,..., a,_l,bj+~,,...,b, +cca,), I~l,....al_,,a,,,b,+~,,r~:oc,,r=I,...s} 

form a positive basis. 
Suppose 

VG u> = [(a, v) + [(a, v)* + II a II2 Cl- II u II2 )IX I / II a 112, P@. VI = (0. VI 

Lemma 2. Suppose 1 < 1 s s. The vectors ~11, . . . , u, form a positive basis when and only when 

min max{h(q, u),...,h(q, v),P(q+l, U)....,P@,, V)J>O 
II v IIS1 

3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 

Instead of system (l.l), (1.2), we consider the system 

ii,j = ui -v ) t,j(O)= Z,~j =Xp -ri” (3.1) 

We will denote the interior and the convex envelope of the set X C Rk by IntX and coX respectively. 
We shall henceforth assume that the following condition is satisfied: any k vectors from the set are 

linearly independent and y,! E Int D. 

(x;-Y;,Y,O-y,0.4*r.p ,,..-, &I 

Theorem 1. Suppose 

OeIntco(xF -yT,p,,...,p,} (3.2) 

Then, in the game r, avoidance of an encounter occurs. 

Proof. It follows from condition (3.2) that a unit vector UO exists such that 

(xi” -y~,u,)~O, (ps,vo)60 for all i,j,s 

We will specify the strategy V of the evaders Ej as follows: (3 = (0, -1 and u(t) = uo for all t 2 0. 
Then, yj(t) = yy + uot. Hence 

(P,,Yj(f))=(PS’Y9)+f(Ps,u0 lsP, 

The last equation implies that the evaders do not leave the limits of the set D. Moreover, 

IIxi(t)-Yj(t)ll=IlxP+j Ui(r>d~-yjO-UOfII~I/x~-y~-~OtI)-t= 

0 

=[II~~-~,O~~*+t*-2(~~-y,O,v,)t]~-t>O forall t>O 

Theorem 2. Suppose n < k - 1. Then, an encounter is avoided in the game r. 
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Proof. Suppose the number 

d=$nlly~-ypll, &>O(&Cd/12) 

is such that, for all j, 

Suppose 

We will now show that, for each i E (1, . . . , n}, no more than one set Ja(fs) exists such that 
i E J&). 

Suppose i E J&J n Jg(tJ. Then 

dslly,(t,)-yp(~s~II~II~a~ts~-~;~~,~lI+lI~;~~,~-~p~~,~ll~~~,~~ 

We will specify the strategy I/ of the evaders Ej as follows: 

(T = {t,};&, to = 0, ts+l = t, + &/(S +2), u(t) = u, for all t E [t,, rs+J, where u,, 11 u,II = I 

satisfies the following system 

(U,, x,0,)--Yj(t,N c 0~ qEJj(r,), (~s9y,(~sby?4~0 

We will now prove that this strategy guarantees that an encounter will be avoided. We use the notation 

1. We will show that Yj(t) #xi(t) for all t. Suppose t E [t,, t,+l]. Then, if i E Jl(t,), we have A&t) > 0 by 
virtue of the choice of u, and, if i E J,(t,), then 

AijO,)>& Aii(t)>Aii(z,)-2(r-r,)>6, -2(t,+, -t,)>O 

2. We will show that Yj(t) E D for all t E Its, t,,,]. The conditions 

y,(tMD, IIY,WYP II~E(s+l)/(s+2) 

follow from the choice of u, and previously obtained results [17]. 
Since 

IIyj(f>-y~ Il=llY~(~)-YP II forallt 

then, by virtue of the choice of E, we obtain yj(t) E D. Theorem 2 has been proved. 

Theorem 3. Suppose n > k and 

OEIntco{xy -yy,p ,,..., p,} (3.3) 

A capture then occurs in the game I-. 

Proof. If r = 0, the proof follows from previously obtained results [16]. 
Suppose r = 1. Condition (3.3) means that the vectors {xi” -$,p,> form a positive basis. We now 

consider the minimum positive basis. By virtue of the assumption and a previously obtained result ([8], 
p. 109, Theorem 1.7), the minimum basis set contains k + 1 vectors. If the vectorp, does not occur in 
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the minimum positive basis, the assertion follows from previously obtained results [15]. Supposepi occurs 
in the minimum positive basis. We denote the set of indices i E { 1, . . . , n} occurring in the minimum 
positive basis by I. Suppose J(i) = jjlx: - $ occurs in the minimum positive basis, .Z = iyIJ(i). If 

]J] = 1 the assertion of the theorem follows from previously obtained results [8]. Suppose ].Z] 3 2. 
WeassumethatZ= {l,..., q},J= {l,..., I}. 

Next, suppose c! = yz - yi. Then, zi, ’ = zz + cy for all i, a, a f 1. Hence the set 

(z~.i~Z, cp,=Z,a*l,p,J 

forms a positive basis. It can be assumed that this basis is the minimum basis. Since IZ 2 k, then q < n. 
Hence, q + a - 1 E {q + 1, . . . , n) for all a f 1, CI E J. 

By virtue of the corollary, the set 

forms a positive basis for a certain u > 1. We specific the pursuers’ controls as follows (t E [0, T]): 

The instant Twill be indicated below. 
From system (3.1), we have 

where 

~;,,(t)=z$~(t). iel 

~~+~_,,,(t)+wP = (z~O+~-,,, +p~P)h~+~_~(t). =J, a*1 

hi(f) = I - j h(z;,, V(T))& 

0 

hq+a-, (0 = 1 - i uzgO+,_,,, +pcl*, U(T))&, a*l, aeJ 
0 

Since the strategy of the evaders is permissible, then @i, Yj(t)) c u1 for all f > 0. Hence 

By virtue of Lemma 2, the quantity 

6=nnii,max()L(zi,l,U), ief, h(zqO+,+ +ctcP,~h ad, =JhdJ 

is positive. Suppose T*(t) and Tz(t) are two subsets of the interval [0, t] such that 

7; 0) = (T I rdO,tl. (P,, u (a<@ 

T~w=~Zl2EuM, (P,,UW~~) 

Then 

(p,, u(z))&= J (p,, u(T>)dT+ 1 (P,, u(QW 2 wT2w)-P(7;(m 
0 r, 0) TzW 

On the other hand, p(T,(t)) + p(T,(t)) = t (p is a Lebesgue measure). 

(3.4) 
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It follows from the last two relations that 

Moreover 

where 

Further 

Hence 

It follows from the last inequality that an instant T and a number r exist such that h,(T) = 0. If r E I, 

then z,,~(T) = 0 and, consequently, a capture occurs in the game r. 
If h4+ao_1(T) = 0 for a certain a0 E J, a0 f 1, then z,+,-+~,~(T) = -pc~“. 
The inclusion 

OEIntCO(xi(T)-yi(T),iE/, jEJ,/ll) (3.5) 

holds. 

In fact, from relations (3.4), we have .& = Zil(T)/hl(7’). Moreover 

Eia(T)=Zil(T)+Cp = Zil(T)+z~ -zz for all aeJ, a*l 

Hence 

I-h.(T) Z& =Z,,(T)-Zi,(T)+Zi =Zia(T)+- 
hi(T) 

Zir(T) for all ae J, a*1 

According to the condition, the system {.z&, i E I, j E J, p,} forms a positive basis. Hence, the system 

m 
z. (T)+ l-hi(T) 

hi(T)’ Ia -Zil(T)v ael\ (I),pl 
hi(T) 

also forms a positive basis. 
Since hi(T) E (0, l), the system of vectors {zii(T), i E I, j E J,pl) forms a positive basis. Hence, the inclusion 

(3.5) follows. 

Since 

the set 

(3.6) 
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forms a positive basis. It follows from the condition z~+~_II(T) = -PC?’ that 

x~+~~_,(T)-Y,JT) =x,+,,-,(T)-y,(T)-A(T)= (P-~XY:,, -Y;) 

Note that A(T) = y”, -yy. 
On replacing the vector A(T) in system (3.6) by the vectorx,+,_i(T) -y%(T), we obtain that the set 

which is obtained here forms a positive basis. Hence, 

OEIntCO(Xi(T)-Yj(T)* j+l*Pl) 

Adopting the instant T as the initial instant, we obtain a game in which m - 1 evaders now participate. 
On continuing this process further, we obtain that an instant To exists such that 

for a certain s. Capture now follows from the known results in [8]. 
Suppose the number Y > 1 is arbitrary. Since the vectors 

form a positive basis, positive numbers r+, 0, exists such that 

0= C a& -Yy)+X P,P, 
i,i s 

We consider the vector 

We will show that 

PO = PlPl +*..+PrPr 

I$ -Y;>PoJ 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

form a positive basis ifpo f 0 and that a positive basis is formed by 

{xi” -yy), if p. =O. 

Suppose p. # 0, x E Rk. By virtue of the assumption, any k vectors from the set {xp - ya} are linearly 
independent. Hence, real numbers yi, . . . , yk and vectors bi, . . . , bk from the Set Xi - y/> exist lo 
which are such that 

x = y,b, +...ynb, 

By virtue of relation (3.7), we obtain 

x=y,b,+...ykb,+d C a,(xo-r,“)+z p,p, 
i.j 

=dpo+~ a;($--& 
s i.j 

(3.9) 

Taking the number d to be positive and sufficiently large, we obtain that all the coefficients on the 
right-hand side of equality (3.9) are positive. This fact also means that the vectors (3.8) form a positive 
basis. 

The case whenpo = 0 is treated in a similar way. The theorem is proved. 

This research was supported financially by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (99-01-00454) 
and the Competition Centre of the Ministry of Education of Russia (EOO-1.0-5). 
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